Dear Sir or Madam,

We would like to invite you to read the first newsletter created in the framework of the M-Easy project. If you are interested in the subject of the project, we encourage you to share the newsletter on social media and on your website.

**M-EASY project has two aims:**

1. to supply high quality ICT-based learning opportunities for improving basic mathematical skills of low-skilled adults, including refugees, asylum seekers and migrants
2. to increase awareness within the local communities about the importance of educational help for low-skilled adults, including refugees, asylum seekers and migrants

**Three intellectual outputs will be produced:**

1. Training course for developing of mathematics skills ‘M-Easy’
2. Toolkit for adult educators “Developing competences needed for effective running of ‘M-Easy’ training course”
3. Training material for local communities’ workshop “Success of the inclusion and integration of low skilled adults through education”.

The general methodology to all 3 intellectual outputs is based on Open Educational Resources in order to promote the open access to developed educational tools.

The general expected impact on the low-skilled, including refugees, asylum seekers, migrants will be their better integration into the labour market and society through education and improving the level of their mathematical skills for at least on 40%.

The European Commission support for the production of this project does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
M-Easy project kicks off

The first meeting of the M-Easy project was held in Rzeszow at Danmar Computer’s office. Representatives from all partner organizations attended the two-day meeting 9-10 November 2017.

The first day of the meeting started with presentations of partner organizations, followed by a discussion on the project concept and one by one brainstorming on the intellectual outputs with activities to be produced in the project cycle. The second meeting day mainly concentrated on the dissemination plan and communication instruments for partners. The meeting ended on agreeing on further steps for the implementation of O1 and further action points.
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